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TFL decorative panels are manufactured in one step. 

Top and bottom impregnated decorative layers 
are pressed and permanently thermofused to 
particleboard or MDF. Large steel press plates are 
used during this process to create the surface texture. 
The finished panels are ready for use.

TFL

One-step process

Tafisa’s decorative 
paper layer

Tafisa’s decorative 
paper layer

Tafisa particleboard:
EPA TSCA Title VI or 
ULEF available

HPL panels are manufactured in two steps. 

The first consists of thermofusing the wear and 
decorative layers to multiple layers of kraft paper to 
form a single laminated sheet. Steel press plates are 
used to create the surface texture. The sheet is then 
bonded to a substrate (particleboard, MDF or other) 
by the end-user to create a finished product. 

HOW TO CHOOSE THE RIGHT PRODUCT

Tafisa®’s decorative panels (TFL) are manufactured using 100% 
recycled and recovered wood materials. Available in more than 122 
standard color and texture combinations. It comes with a complete, 
harmonized line of HPL to our TFL Prēlude and Sommet embossed 
in-register (EIR) Series. Besides, the collection comes with the most 
comprehensive complementary products program of the industry.

RECOMMENDED USE FOR TFL:

Commercial, residential, hotel, healthcare,
retail and institutional applications:

These include furniture, bathroom and kitchen furnishings,  
doors of all kinds, storage system, wall/ceiling cladding, etc. 
Recommended for vertical and horizontal applications with  
moderate impact and moderate use.

RECOMMENDED USE FOR HPL: 

Commercial, residential, hotel, healthcare,
retail and institutional applications:

These include countertops, tables, furniture, bathroom and kitchen 
furnishings, doors of all kinds, storage system, wall/ceiling cladding, 
etc. Recommended for vertical and horizontal applications requiring 
high impact and high wear resistance.

Sketch of a residential kitchen 
with 5-piece doors

>

HPL

Sourcing and matching TFL panels or HPL sheets to complementary products is key to producing 
design harmony. At Tafisa®, it’s an integral part of our design and product development process.
So, we’re proud to offer you the most extensive complementary products program on the market.

The Finishing Touch

EdgebandingDoor Mouldings

5-Piece and Slab Doors

Edgebanding are narrow polyester, PVC or ABS 
strips that match the products used to cover 
edges for aesthetic and durability purposes.

These mouldings are made from MDF profile 
wrapped with treated base paper. This type 
of moulding frames a central panel in order 
to create a cabinet door. The many profiles 
and colors available are perfectly matching 
Tafisa®’s TFL and HPL decorative panels.

Designed using four profile-wrapped pieces 
forming a frame around a central panel, these 
5-piece doors offer a distinctive wood cabinet 
appearance, synonymous with durability, 
sophistication and quality, available in several 
styles, finishes and Tafisa® colors.

Alpha

3/4 in/po  
(19.1 mm)

2 1/4 in/po (57.2 mm)

At Tafisa®, we’re fully committed to meeting our wood-supply needs without compromising the environment for future 
generations.  So, naturally, after the construction of our woodrecycling facility, aptly named RewoodTM, we soon began 
using wood materials recycled from the construction and demolition sector in the composition of our panel products. 
Today, the use of recycled wood throughout our production process is fully integrated for the good of all.

Wear layer protection

Tafisa’s decorative 
paper layer

Kraft paper layers

Tafisa particleboard:
EPA TSCA Title VI or 
ULEF available Wear layer 

protection

Tafisa’s decorative 
paper layer

Two-step process



Imagine.
Create. 
Combine. 

karisma alto

crystalite smoothwood

isola urbania

karisma’s magnetism has made it 
a go-to industry staple. Its random 
mix of brushstroked embossing 
and matte-infused accents give it a 
natural, authentic look.

An industry classic, crystalite 
features a simple, universal pattern. 
With high wear resistance, it’s 
designed to stand the test of time.

Soft to the touch, isola difuses 
light like no other texture. 
Elegant and durable, it’s a perfect 
complement to solid colors.

alto’s linear design mimics the 
look of reconstituted wood veneer. 
It features a striking fusion of 
matte and glossy accents woven 
throughout the pattern.

The smoothwood finish is 
reminiscent of hardwood 
cabinetry. Its soft, satin surface
and gentle pores give this texture 
designer approved finesse.

urbania is inspired by the 
woodgrain pattern commonly found 
on quarter cut and rift cut veneers. 
With a clean linear look, this texture 
is modern yet timeless.

Prēlude  
Textures

Prēlude Panels

Sizes 4’ x 8’ to 5’ x 12’

Width 49’’ & 61’’

Length 73’’ to 145’’

Thickness 1/4’’ to 1 1/2’’

If you can imagine it, you can create it with the complete 
collection of Prēlude products, as varied and colorful as they are 
practical and durable. Choose from a wide variety of textures and 
colors and combine them to create a world all your own.

White

Evening Star

TFL L175 (C)  |  HPL T175 (CR)

TFL L770 (I)  |  HPL T770 (IS)

crystalite

isola

Black

Ivory

Latitude East

Brushed Aluminum

River Rock

Dark Chocolate

TFL L203 (C)  |  HPL T203 (CR)

TFL L204 (C)  |  HPL T204 (CR)

TFL L533 (A)  |  HPL T533 (AT)

TFL L474 (C)  |  HPL T474 (CR)

TFL L538 (A)  |  HPL T538 (AT)

TFL L494 (R)  |  HPL T494 (UR)

crystalite

crystalite

alto

crystalite

alto

urbania

Moonlight

Breakwater

Latitude West

White Chocolate

Cherry Blossom

TFL L761 (C)  |  HPL T761 (CR)

TFL L537 (A)  |  HPL T537 (AT)

TFL L532 (A)  |  HPL T532 (AT)

TFL L492 (R)  |  HPL T492 (UR)

TFL L449 (C)  |  HPL T449 (CR)

crystalite

alto

alto

urbania

crystalite

Chocolate Pear Tree

Spring Blossom

Southwester

Frost Flower

TFL L444 (C)  |  HPL T444 (CR)

TFL L543 (A)  |  HPL T543 (AT)

TFL L535 (A)  |  HPL T535 (AT)

TFL L823 (I)  |  HPL T823 (IS)

crystalite

alto

alto

isola

Summer Drops

Autumn Leaves

Latitude North

Niagara

Summer Breeze

TFL L202 (C)  |  HPL T202 (CR)

TFL L542 (A)  |  HPL T542 (AT)

TFL L530 (A)  |  HPL T530 (AT)

TFL L544 (A)  |  HPL T544 (AT)

TFL L540 (A)  |  HPL T540 (AT)

crystalite

alto

alto

alto

alto

Force of Nature
TFL L830 (K)  |  HPL T830 (KA)

karisma

karisma karisma karisma karisma karisma

karismaThe Chameleon
TFL L584 (K)  |  HPL T584 (KA)

Urban Vibe
TFL L832 (K)  |  HPL T832 (KA)

Free Spirit
TFL L580 (K)  |  HPL T580 (KA)

Rock Solid
TFL L831 (K)  |  HPL T831 (K) 

First Class
TFL L583 (K)  |  HPL T583 (KA) 

Rhapsody
TFL L585 (K)  |  HPL T585 (KA) 



Once again, Tafisa is proving its design leadership with a brand-new addition to the 
Sommet® Series. FERIATM appeals to the senses with an original look that captures the 
essence of hickory, a trusted wood known for its lightness and durability. With its grain
and color of warm variations and inviting appearance, FERIATM evokes movement and
rhythm – like a laidback, yet lively celebration that sets the soul and the imagination alight.

The Sommet® Series adds a new texture that blends perfectly with the innovative and 
distinctive Tafisa® brand. Inspired by teak, a noble and timeless wood species, BRAVATM 
creates a lasting impression with its rich cathedral motifs. The striking look and feel of 
these panels are designed to stay with you, like the lingering traces of a fond memory.

The first in the Sommet® Series and echoing the innovative vision that has been Tafisa®’s 
hallmark since day one, VIVATM’s unique butternut texture and woodgrain structure offer 
elegance and refinement. Designed from a rare wood species rich in character, this 
creation is the culmination of a meticulous research process led by a team of designers 
and experts who are passionate about what they do.

Sommet 
Textures

Sommet Panels

Sizes 4’ x 8’ & 5’ x 9’

Width 49’’ & 61’’

Length 97’’ & 109’’

Thickness 1/4’’ to 1 1/2’’

Tafisa brings you the Sommet Series with its unique wood 
structure, colors, and micro-precision synchro registration.

Black

Weekend Getaway

TFL M203(B)  |  HPL T203(BV)

TFL M2003 (Y)  |  HPL T2003 (VA)

brava

viva

White

Summertime Blues

TFL M175(B)  |  HPL T175(BV)

TFL M2013 (Y)  |  T2013 (VA)

brava

viva After Hours
TFL M2010 (Y)  |  HPL T2010 (VA)

viva

Casting at First Light

Sunset Cruise

TFL M2007 (Y)  |  HPL T2007 (VA)

TFL M2002 (Y)  |  HPL T2002 (VA)

viva

viva

M2002 (Y)

M2003 (Y)

Sunset Cruise

Weekend Getaway
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